
is correct, however, to raise the question of organ dona-
tion. In the actual case, the family did consider but in the
end declined to donate—a point that was not raised in the
Grand Rounds.

Dr McCollough does not disagree with the article’s con-
clusion or grounds: that the medical treatment of a dead body
is a farce that violates professional integrity, hinders the ac-
ceptance of brain death, and is an unreasonable expendi-
ture of public resources and professional effort. Rather, he
objects that our discussion is not needed because the eth-
ics of this case are straightforward. In contrast, the Grand
Rounds discussant (Dr Applbaum) wondered why so many
thoughtful, smart, and conscientious physicians and ethi-
cists—not one of whom questioned that brain death is
death—thought it a hard case and why others thought it a
straightforward case in the other direction. Hence, we saw
the need for an analysis McCullough finds unnecessary.

“Patient” in the article usually is a definite description re-
ferring to the young woman, not to her normative status,
role, or relation, and “life support” is a noun, not a success-
verb. So disconnecting a dead patient from life support is
no more contradictory than unzipping a dead sailor from a
life vest. The philosophical issue is not one of definitions.
The case presents an open normative question: are physi-
cians ever permitted or required to treat those declared dead
on neurological criteria? Calling the entity at issue a ca-
daver (we ourselves call it on occasion a corpse) does not
settle the matter.

Finally, we rejected the view that decency requires treat-
ing the father’s false beliefs in the medical benefits of a Chi-
nese remedy for his dead child as true. Indeed, our central
claim is that individuals are not entitled to have others act
as if they are alive when by public criteria they are dead.
Rather, we allow that, under integrity-preserving and non-
burdensome circumstances, it is decent for physicians to ac-
commodate some false medical beliefs of living patients, and
physicians are permitted to accommodate the religious be-
liefs of dead patients when doing so would not be con-
strued as endorsing false medical beliefs or denying public
criteria of death. It would indeed be disrespectful to insin-
cerely express endorsement of another’s false beliefs. But the
article asks about action, not expression. Respect for au-
tonomy often requires that we not thwart, and sometimes
even requires that we assist, the mistaken plans of others.
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Division of General Internal Medicine
Mayo Clinic
Rochester, Minnesota
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RESEARCH LETTER

Driving Fatalities
on US Presidential Election Days

To the Editor: The results of US presidential elections have
large effects on public health by their influence on health
policy, the economy, and diverse political decisions. We are
unaware of studies testing whether the US presidential elec-
toral process itself has a direct effect on public health. We
hypothesized that mobilizing approximately 50% to 55% of
the population,1 along with US reliance on motor vehicle
travel, might result in an increased number of fatal motor
vehicle crashes during US presidential elections.

Methods. We analyzed national data from the Fatality Analy-
sis Reporting System of fatal crashes in the United States from
1975 to 2006.2 We included all presidential elections since da-
tabase inception (from Jimmy Carter in 1976 through George
W. Bush in 2004) during the hours of polling (defined as
8:00 AM to 7:59 PM local time). For each election, we also iden-
tified the same hours on the Tuesdays immediately before and
immediately after as control days for the number of individu-
als in fatal crashes at the time, as described previously.3 Con-
fidence intervals (CIs) for comparing death counts on elec-
tion days and control days were calculated by binomial tests
using StatView 5.0 (SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina).

Results. A total of 3417 individuals were involved in fa-
tal crashes during the hours of polling on the 8 election Tues-
days and 16 comparison Tuesdays. The modal person was
a young adult driving in a southern state (demographic char-
acteristics generally stable over time). The 8 election days
accounted for 1265 individuals, equivalent to 158 per day
or 13 per hour. The 16 control days accounted for 2152 in-
dividuals, equivalent to 134 per day or 11 per hour. This
yielded a relative risk of 1.18 on election days (95% CI, 1.10-
1.26; P� .001), equivalent to an absolute increase of 189
individuals over the study interval (95% CI, 104-280).

The net increase in risk was about 24 individuals per elec-
tionandwas fairly stable acrossdecadesof time(FIGURE). The
increase in relative risk extended to pedestrians and persisted
across different ages, sexes, locations, polling hours, and
whether a Democrat or Republican was elected. No differ-
ence in risk was observed in separate sensitivity analyses of
individuals involved in fatal crashes during the same hours
comparing the Monday before the election with control Mon-
days (relative risk, 0.97, 95% CI, 0.89-1.06) or comparing
the Wednesday after the election with control Wednesdays
(relative risk, 1.03; 95% CI, 0.95-1.12).

Comment. The increasedriskof fatalmotorvehicle crashes
on presidential election days exceeds the risk on Super Bowl
Sundays.1,3 Oneexplanationis increasedtraffic,butotherfactors
mightcontribute.A4%increase inaveragespeed, forexample,
could yield an 18% increase in deaths even with no increase
in average travel distance.4 Additional factors might include
distraction(driverinattention),rerouting(unfamiliarpathways),
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enforcement (decreased police presence), and demographics
(mobilizingunfitdrivers).5,6 Thesepotential explanationssug-
gest that the increasedriskcouldextend tocrashesof lesser se-
verity so that the average US presidential election might also
resultinhundredsofadditionalindividualswithnonfatalinjuries.

Strengths of this study include use of a database that pro-
vided a systematic method for identifying individuals that
was free of ascertainment bias, referral patterns, or self-
report distortions.3 The main limitation of this database was
missing information on risk factors such as speed and al-
cohol. Overall, the findings suggest the need for safety re-
minders by electioneers who encourage people to get out
the vote. Standard advice would include ensuring seatbelt
use, avoiding excess speed, abstaining from alcohol, and mini-
mizing distractions. Other interventions could be subsi-

dized public transportation, voting centers within walking
distances, tamper-proof remote voting, or more traffic en-
forcement on election day.
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Figure. Individuals in Fatal Crashes During Presidential Elections

Decreased During
Polling Hours

Increased During
Polling Hours

1.0 2.00.80 1.25

Relative Risk of a Fatal Crash (95% CI)

Individuals in Fatal
Crashes, No.

Election
Day

Control
Day

1265 2152Total

829 1383Male
424 742Female

Sex

379 671Urban
452 764Rural
434 717Unknown

Location

Time of day
286 477Morning (8:00 to 11:59 AM)
405 689Afternoon (12:00 to 3:59 PM)
574 986Evening (4:00 to 7:59 PM)

465 798Democrat
800 1354Republican

Party of elected candidate

228 330Northeast
498 860South
289 502Midwest
250 460West

Region

154 235First (1976)
445 781Second (1980, 1984, 1988)
311 563Third (1992, 1996)
355 573Fourth (2000, 2004)

Decade (election year)

216 380>65 y
346 58940-65 y
491 83418-39 y
193 304<18 y

Age

755 1318Driver
362 626Passenger
148 208Pedestrian

Role

Election day hours
1376 2531Longer (7:00 AM to 8:59 PM)
1073 1810Shorter (9:00 AM to 6:59 PM)

689 1215Died
576 937Survived

Outcome

Data are counts of individuals in the crashes (in which not all persons necessarily died) during polling hours (8:00 AM to 7:59 PM, except where noted with alternative
hours). Because 2 control days are available for each election day, expected deaths were calculated as total control deaths divided by 2. CI indicates confidence interval.
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I have learned throughout my life as a composer chiefly
through my mistakes and pursuits of false assump-
tions, not by my exposure to founts of wisdom and
knowledge.

—Igor Stravinsky (1882-1971)
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